Sajdah Fact Sheet
About Sajdah
Sajdah, the world's first smart educational prayer rug that teaches new Muslims and children
the second most important pillar in Islam. It uses cutting-edge technology to monitor the
movements of the user in real-time and gives visible and audible feedback as well as advising
when to say the appropriate Du’a or Surah from the Qur’an and at what posture, resulting in a
proper and complete prayer for the user. It is controlled by an accompanying app, where the
user will be able to control which Qur’an chapter to read from before the beginning of the
prayer, and be able to track their prayers, as well as their children and other users of the rug,
and be able to correct them.

Tagline
Next Generation Prayer Education

Fast Facts
•
•
•

The first alpha prototype was developed in Stars of Science TV show season 11, and it
won third place award by inventor and current CEO Abdulrahman Saleh Khamis.
Sajdah is developed by Thakaa Technologies, which is a company incubated at Qatar
Science and Technology Park (QSTP).
Thakaa Technologies was founded in May of 2020.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guided Training: A step-by-step learning experience for more than 30 types of prayers.
Qur'an Reading: With the innovative integrated LED screen, users can read and
memorize the Holy Qur'an while practicing prayers.
Multilingual: Users can read the instructions and Qur'an verses in English and Arabic.
Smart & Connected: The first prayer rug that is connected to the smartphone. Users can
control Sajdah and track their postures.
Posture Analysis: Thanks to more than 2300 pressure sensors and the innovative AI
analysis algorithms, Sajdah can correct postures that may spoil prayers.
Prayer Tracker: Prayers are tracked through the app. Parents will be able to track their
children's prayers and correct them if they made mistakes.

Testimonials
“It’s a beautiful idea! There are many people and schools that need it.” — Sheikh Ahmad Al
Bouainain, Imam and Khatib
“Sajdah is an innovative and quite modern approach to make your Salah error-free. May Allah
grant you success in this project and make it beneficial for the ummah.” — Mahmood Alam,
Professor at Integral University

“Sometimes innovation is something frowned upon when you’re talking about religion, but this
innovation facilitates.” — Dr. Sulaiman T. Bah, Qatar Foundation Education City Mosque

About Thakaa Technologies QSTP-LLC
Thakaa Technologies is an IoT hardware startup based in Qatar that specializes in the design
and manufacturing of smart and innovative hardware products. Its design capabilities range
from designing sensors to developing software and integrating it with the hardware. Its main
activities are research and development, product development, and technical consulting. It was
founded in early 2020 with a vision to solve our community’s problems through technology.
Sajdah is the first product developed by Thakaa Technologies.

Team
•
•

Abdulrahman Saleh Khamis, CEO & Founder
Abdul Ali, Chief Growth Officer

Inquires
Please contact hello@getsajdah.com for media inquiries

